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AEROMODELS,
20 Gordon Street.
LUTON.

THE ARMOURY.
I Fisher Road.
PLYMOUTH.

KEMPS OF GOSPORT.
17 North Cross Street.
GOSPORT.

BRIAN SHERRIFF,
65 John Street.
ABERDEEN.

BRIAN SHERRIFF,
35 Cowgate,
DUNDEE.

BANCROFT MODELS,
1 Wilton Road.
WOKING.

COUNTY MODELS.
95 Pydar Street.
TRURO.

A. ALEXANDER, TOYTUB.
100a Rieburn Place.
EDINBURGH.

B.E.T.A. MODELS.
27 Blakey Moor.
BLACKBURN.

MODELLERS DEN,
2 Lower Borough Wills.
BATH.

MODELLERS DEN.
65 Fairfax Street.
BRISTOL.

MODELLERS DEN,
42 Albion Street,
CHELTENHAM.

THE STAMP SHOP,
343 Linthorpe Road.
MIDDLESBROUGH.

RYE STAMP SHOP,
190 Rye Lane,
LONDON. S.E.15.

ROOMES STORES. HOBBIES SUPPLIES,
Station Road. 540 High Road.
UPMIN5TER. Chiswick. LONDON.

MUSKETS & PISTOLS, CITY MODELS & TOYS,

84 St. Dunstan's Street. 8 Elliott Street,
CANTERBURY. LIVERPOOL. 2.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES. MODEL CENTRE,

8 College Square North. 337 Bury Road.
BELFAST. BOLTON.

MODEL & HOBBY CONSORTIUM, REGIMENTAL,

363 Lewisham High Street.
LEWISHAM. S.E.13.

2 Castle Street.
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

MODEL SHOP.
92 Claypath.
DURHAM.

BEDWORTH ART SUPPLIES,
4 Coventry Road.
BEDWORTH.

COTSWOLD STAMP CENTRE.
MODELS & MILITARIA, 119 Crickladc Street.
164 Town Street. CIRENCESTER.
Horsforth. LEEDS.

H. A. BLUNT & SONS.
STAMP SHOP. 133 The Broadway.
34 St. Nicholas Cliff. LONDON. N.W.7.
SCARBOROUGH.

TURNERS MODEL SHOP,
STAMP SHOP. 14 London Road.
22 Stonegatc. DOVER
YORK.

MICHAEL'S MODELS.
TAYLOR & McKENNA, 646/648 High Road.
46 Friars Square. North Finchlcy. LONDON.
AYLESBURY.

FARNBOROUGH MODELS & TOYS
MODEL SHOP. 3 Firgrove Parade,
19/23 Upper Stone Street. Victoria Road,
MAIDSTONE. FARNBOROUGH.

WINDSOR MODELS, LANCASTER MODEL SHOP,
33 St. Leonards Road. 8 China Street,
WINDSOR. LANCASTER.

BALLARD BROTHERS. HARLOW MINIATARIA.
133 School Road. 32 High Street.
Mosely. BIRMINGHAM. OLD HARLOW.

TRAIN SHOP, MINIATURE FIGURINES,
4 Bertram Road. IO0ASt. Mary Street.
BRADFORD. SOUTHAMPTON.

Should you have difficulty in obtaining the required figures, write direct to us. With over
2,000 different figures, the Retailers find it impossible to stock every one, but will assist you in
every way possible. CATALOGUE 25p.

28/32 N0RTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON
Telephones: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m
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EDITORIAL

This copy of the Newsletter is notable for some
major changes in its format - the features "Firing
Into The Brown" and "What Makes a Wargamer Tick?"
have gone, both having served long and honourably
and now retired (perhaps only temporary) to pasture.
In their place will be found a number of interesting
features and I feel that they have kicked-off most
promisingly.

The first of the Guest Writers is David Chandler,
th8t eminent military historian from Sandhurst (whose
book "The Campaigns of Napoleon" is a classic in its
field). I think that even the most critical reader
will find interest and amusement in David's contri
bution. This series will continue next month with
an equally amusing and informative contribution by
T.V. script-writer Don Houghton (long remembered
for his immortal series "At the Colonel's Table"). Following these two will be
Brigadier Peter Young, Lieut.-Colonel Lawford, Keith Robinson, Eversley Belfield,
Peter Gilder, Neville Dickinson and a number of other writers, well knovm in liter-
»ry and wargaming fields.

Then we have the first of what I believe is going to be a much discussed and
perhaps controversial series by Worthing wargamer Stephen Read. Stephen and his
brother Julian are well known on the British wargaming scene as very thinking and
articulate characters. They have published their own set of Napoleonic Rules and
Stephen is also a dab-hand at Ancient Wargaming, always seeming to be the Champion
of the Society of Ancients.

"Firing Into The Brown!" is replaced by some chat of my own under the all-
embracing title of "Talking of Wargaming" - that gives me lots of scope to talk
about almost anything that comes to my fancy! I have started perhaps in a low key
this month but there is much to follow!

A reader has written "May I congratulate you on re-thinking the Newsletter's
contents. They have not declined in recent years but there is a certain lack in
one field - that of solid informative articles on organisation, uniforms and so on.
I .think the idea of asking people to do something in the way of an article is a good
one - its a pity if the knowledge of some wargamers is lost to the rest just because
they don't get around to putting them on paper." Well, there you are - if you have
anything to say get it down on paper and let the rest of us know about it.

Full page
Half pace

DON FEATHKRSTONE.

ADVL-RTUlNu RATSS IN THIS MAGAZINE

£6.00 (#16.00). Quarter page
£3.00 (08.00). Eighth page

Classified adverts lp (2 cents) per word.

£1.50p (#4.00),
75P (#2.00),

Subscription Rates:- £2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#6.00 in U.S.A.
#6.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge)
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Guest \^/riter
of the ^onth.

DAVID CHANDLER MA(Oxon) FR.Hist.S.,FRGS

(Deputy Head of the History Department of the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, David Chandler is
associated with the R.M.A.5. Wargame3 Society. His
publications include A Traveller's Guide to the
Battlefields of Europe (1964) - 2 vols (Editor), The
Campaigns of Napoleon (1966), and an edited version
of The MemoirB of Captain Robert Parker and the
Coate de Merode - Waterloo (1968), and also
articles and book reviews. His most recent publi
cations include a chapter in the New Cambridge
Modern History, Vol.VI. In 1970 he spent six
months in the U.S.A. as a visiting Professor at the Ohio State University, and there
after visited Moscow for the XIII International Congress of Historical Sciences. His
research interests centre upon 18th and early 19th century warfare, and in late 1972
Batsford are publishing his study on MARLBOROUGH AS MILITARY COMMANDER).

TH: BATTLE IN MY LIFE - BORODINO: 1012, 1970 and 1872 STYLE

One way and another, the Russian Campaign of 1812 has assumed some significance
in my recent life. As a wargamer who helped Brigadier Peter Young (then Reader in
Military History) to introduce War Games as a recreation for Officer Cadets at R.M.A.
Sandhurst some ten years ago, I worked to develop a tactical came based upon Borodino
for our respective Stadden 35mm figures which brought out two perennial military
principles - concentration of force (or "gitting thar fustest with the mostest" as
General Nathaniel Forrest reuutedly described it in the 1860s) and the importance of
gaining accurate intelligence through careful reconnaissance (in support of the adage
that "time spent in reconnaissance is seldom wasted").

This game was, in a way, a spin-off of the research I was putting into a study
of 1812 for my book on Napoleon. I little guessed at the time how great a part this
famous battle would come to ulay in my professional and private life. Next, in 1970,
I was granted a sabbatical leave from the Academy, and had the good fortune to be
offered the post of Mershon Visiting Professor in Military History at Ohio State
University in America. The visit proved highly eventful. Not only was it that
Soring when almost all the U.S. campuses blew up over Cambodia and the Kent State
deaths (O.S.U. alone, with its 40,000 resident students, required no less than
7,000 National Guardsmen commanded by a Major-General to hold it more or less under
control during the student-strike), but it also brought me into close touch with two
groups of devoted wargamers - namely the Arlington War Game Society (run by a number
of my students, including Jim Getz, Steve Weed and Roger Gallagher) and, through
them, with a group operating at Dayton under "Duke" Seifried - amongst other things
a large-scale manufacturer of superb 25mm figures and the editor and co-author of a
number of interesting War Game Rule Books and other manuals.* He invited me to take
part in a two-day marathon re-enactment of Borodino (I have a hazy recollection that
the players were allowed six hours sleep over the 48 hour period but I may be de
luding myself), and by the end of it my team from Columbus, six strong - and every
man needed as there were eventually over 5,000 figures on the hexagon table - had
managed to bring off a tactical success over "Kutusov", skilfully played by Ray
Patterson supported by his band of assistants.

It so happened that I was shortly to attend the XHIth International Congress
of Historical'Science in Moscow, and as I reckoned I owed Kutusov's shade a little
compensation for certain "liberties" I had taken (and got away with!) during the
game, I decided to prepare my paper on his showing during the post-Borodmo phase
of 1812, basing it upon the eye-witness impressions and critical comments of Brig.-
General (Later full General) Sir Robert Wilson, senior British military commissioner
and observer on the staff of the famous Russian commander-in-chief. This, I thought,
would be suitably amicable gesture towards our Soviet hosts, as after all we fia|
been fighting on the same side in 1812. Or had we? No sooner had I delivered my
paper (This paper was reprinted in History Today, December 1970) to the 200-or-so
delegates of the Military History Commission in the lecture-theatre of Moscow
University, than an obviously ready-primed Professor Braguin mounted the rostrum
and proceeded to denounce in turn, my source of information (Wilson had been
friendly with Tsar Alexander I and had even dared to critcise Kutusov,. now a Soviet
* "ts-opppe" by Ray Johnson and "Napoleonique" by Jim Getz> both volumes part of the

growing HWargamers' Library" series.
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folk-hero), myself (a typically decadent and particularly degenerate example of
British military historians - or so my tri-lingual headphones informed me with posi
tively crackling venom) and unobjective Western historians in general. This exposi
tion ended in a standing ovation from the packed Eastern-bloc benches. Well! Shades
of the salt mines seemed to be closing in when, to my surprise and relief, the Soviet
chairman of the Co-mission, General P.A.Jiline, came to my defence and proceeded to
pull the mat from under his own underling, my denouncer. Whereupon, an embarrassed
Chandler found himself the target of an ovation from the East in his turn (Communist
delegates were sensitive to the least puff in the wind, we noted). Fortunately, I
had taken the precaution (wiser than I had known at the time) to present a copy of
my Campaigns of Napoleon to the good General two days earlier, and had received in
turn a copy of his History of 1812 - so to that extent, at least, we were buddies.

Official tours in Moscow included a visit to the Borodino Panorama - an impress
ive 360 degree model and painting of the type to be found at Waterloo and Atlanta.
My colleague, Christopher Duffy and I also managed a day-long trip (suitably escorted
by In-Tourist) to Borodino battlefield some 70 miles West of Moscow. We found it
liberally sprinkled with 1912-vintage Tsarist monuments - somewhat after the style
of Gettysburg - but well worth a visit for all that. The local museum was first-
rate, and there were plenty of guides and maps; above all, we were allowed to take a
number of useful photographs and slides.

Back in Moscow, my conscience was still pricking about poor Professor Braguin.
After all, his own side had let him down pretty ruthlessly, for I had no doubts at
all that it was on the Military History Institute's orders that he had prepared his
reply to my well-meaning paper. I did not want to leave a personal foe in Russia if
I could help it. So, to cut a long story 3hort, I managed to patch relations up at
the final reception, where a combination of vodka, caviar and a craftily produced
copy of Braguin's own one-rouble Life of Kutusov (surreptitiously purchased) with a
request for his autograph upon it, smoothed international relations Braguin-Chandler-
wise. "There, there; he is not so bad a fellow after all!" beamed a paternal General
Jiline as he patted an emotional Braguin1s shoulders. Honour was satisfied.

That, I thought, would be the end of Borodino for me. I could not have been
more wrong, for just eight months later I was invited out of the blue to serve as
joint-military adviser (with Anthony Brett-James and Christopher Duffy) to the forth
coming BBB TV epic adaptation of Tolstoy's famous novel, War and Peace.

Thus began one of the most fascinating years of my life. Our team worked at
this project mostly in spare time and holidays, but between us we proved capable of
sharing out the numerous tasks and queries showered upon us by the Television Centre.
First we attended staff and production conferences, helping to iron out the more
blatant errors in a generally excellent script, which is very close to both History
and Tolstoy. Next, for me, came a visit to Rome tn advise on the hire of suitable
uniforms and weapons (many of the French ones fresh from use in the Russo-Italian
Film of Waterloo) for our own, rather less-numerous, "army". Back in England, there
followed numerous consultations with the 3BC wardrobe designers and staff. We were
also asked to brief actors David Swift (who plays Napoleon very convincingly) and
Frank Middlemass (Kutusov to the life - artificial dud-eye and all) on their military
roles in 1805 and 1812. Frank - true to his historical forebear at the conference
in the early hours of 2 December 1805, just before Austerlitz - fell soundly asleep
after his Academy lunch in the middle of my briefing (at least the lunch may have
been the only reason!), but David Swift - equally true to type - promptly became an
avid student of all matters Napoleonic. "What you lose on the roundabouts...."

The most fascinating part of our duties was the work on location. We split up
the Summer and Winter shootings between us. The "big" scenes were all shot in
Yugoslavia, near the Rumanian border or at Novi Sad, with up to 5»000 Yugoslav
territorials serving as extras and forming the rival armies. Not quite up to the
scale of Cecil B. de Mille in Birth of a Nation or Sergei Bondarchuk in Waterloo -
but quite impressive en masse all the same. The Winter Location fell to my lot, so
I spent most of January at Novi Sad and neighbouring Peterwardein, helping shoot the
Moscow and retreat sequences for the 1812 scenes. Despite a fair crisis caused by
the lack of snow, all ultimately went well. The work of an historical adviser on
location is pretty active. Some mornings I was up at 5 a.m. to help Wardrobe equip
the extras (they would get their cross-belts on the wrong way and pinch all the
badges from their uniforms); at a more Christian hour I had to run my eye over the
principals (who are led by Anthony Hopkins as Pierre and Morag Hood as Natasha) to
make sure their costumes were in order - medals on correctly and consistently from
the previous day's filming - and that nothing "out-of-period" had been permitted to
creep in. I once divested a Tsarist cavalry colonel of his Oyster Perpetual only



seconds before a sequence was to be shot. One also had to advise on march and battle
formations, .convincing action-sequences, etc. As the French army set out to leave
iloscow they were being filmed against a background of genuine early-19th century
buildings, but SOMETHING, SOMEWHBRE, I felt, was wrong. At last I spotted it. Over
a door-way, slap in front of the cameras, was a builder's plaque holding bearing the
date "1815". "Cut!" That scene had to be reshot of course.

Back in England, much studio work and further conferences followed. We had to
aress for the replacement of a bit-part French Marshal Macdonald in a Kremlin confer
ence scene (after all, the poor man would have had to ride in from Riga some 500
miles away!). To cite one or two examples of our routine duties, we pointed out the
inadmissability of the word "thugs" in another scene: and advised on the type of map-
pins used by Napoleon. Such is the daily-round, the common task, of an historical
adviser at work*on a film. Lastly we were invited to attend the editing sessions of
the military episodes which resulted in several more small errors - hitherto un
noticed - being snipped out. However we do not claim t« have caught them all - and
at times a degree of compromise proved inescapable for financial or other reasons;
but in general we are very satisfied with the result of our joint-labours, and trust
that the 20-part series, (not to forget the preceding documentary "The Making of War
and Peace" in which our team figures around my wargame of Borodino which is where
this article "came in"), totalling over 14 miles of videotape in the final version,
will prove both popular and entertaining here, in the U.S.A. and in Yugoslavia, al
though we doubt the Russians will be quite so enthusiastic as they were over the
Forsyte Saga on account of Bondarchuk's rival epic on the same subject which was re
leased some two years ago. However, we feel that the eitfht-hour length of the
Russian version will not stand any serious comparison with BBC TV's 15 hour version
- or so we hope.

i:ven now, with ay BBC work behind me, I have not quite finished with Borodino!
In late February our team is booked to run a public lecture and War Game week-end at
Kissenden Abbey"in Buckinghamshire for the Adult Education Committee. By that time,
the first showing of War and Peace will be almost complete, (the preliminary docu

mentary, The Kakinf: of War and Peace, will be shown on BBC 2 on Saturday, 23rd

tary aspects of this vast co-operative project will have come in for some keen
scrutiny and criticism. Thus "Talk-Back" and the Radio Times correspondence coli
may yet'cause us to "meet our Waterloo", but whatever happens, I will never regret
my small share in the "making of Borodino".

(Copyright David Chandler).
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figures in correct anatomical scale. Eai
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diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal ol Fiance Mounted-British Rillcman-
British Guardsman

French Grenadiers ol the Guard
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French Line Inlantry
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Russian Officer-Colour Bearer-Russian Infantryman
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£)o YOU AGREE WITH...
STEPHEN REED ?

I think that our present systems of moral,' or reaction are inadequate, and do
not properly reflect the actions occurring in real warfare.

One of the distinctive features of w • is that the 'pieces' repres
real men with a will of their own, not 'chessmen' under our totol control,
systems of morale to represent this will. Briefly, these are either based on
casualties or on 'situation', or a combination of both. Dice are usually included
to represent unknown or incalculable variables. A value is obtained which is i
to show v.'!.:- unit will do, retreat, retire, and so on.

I believe that at present insufficient attention is paid to the decisions of
the officers leading a unit, as distinct from the reactions of the men. The be
haviour of a unit will be decided by the interpretation it's commander place
his orders, unless the morale of the men falls below the point wher ..ill jbey
him, or unless he loses control due to over-enthusiasm on their pjrt.

The factors that affect the men's morale are not the aame as those that decide

the commander's reaction and I feel they should be treated separately, not mixed to
gether, to obtain more accurate results. The player should issue orders to his
units, through a chain of command if"the army is of sufficient size, and also in
dicate what 'strength' they are (thus an order car. involve a large amount of dis
cretion, such as harass enemy left, or be mandatory, defend the village to Ihi
man). When the commander comes to implement his orders he will test his 'reacti .'
to the local situation which may modify his orders, or even cause him to abandon
them completely. He will also test if an unforseen situation occurs outside his
orders. The unit will move according to these modified orders until they -ire
changed, or the 'morale' of the men forces a change.

I hope to include a system along these lines in my own rules (eventually!
the following is a guide to what I will do, for Napoleonic.

Each unit starts with a basic morale, say 20 for line troops, 25 for guard, and
a 'personality' for it's officer, say rash, average, cautious. These can be diced
for, fixed by proportions, or part of a campaign, or paid foe in points. Any higher
level commander will have his own personality as well. Orders will be classified
e.g. to attack enemy, to capture a position, to hold o rosition, to harass enemy, to
support, and so forth. The order will belong to one class, or may be conditional
and involve several classes. It will also have a 'strength' e.g. complete discre
tion, flexible, strong, mandatory. The order will, of course, contain details such
as, attack the Guards Brigade in consort with the 7th, but these will not affect the
class.

There will be two separate tests, reaction and morale, carried out under set
conditions, e.g.

Test REACTION when Test MORALE when

First coming under fire or within charge move. Suffering 10$ casualties.
Outnumbered 2 to 1. Suffering each subsequent rf,'..
Completing orders. Charged unless counter-charging.
Seeing previously unknown enemy. After first period of pursuit.

Obviously, these lists will be fairly comprehensive. When taking a test
factors will be added or subtracted under both situation and casualties, again with
a different list for each type of test e.g.

Situation

Each 5/= casualties.
Each enemy unit facing within 10"
Support
Infantry faced by cavalry and not in square
Each broken unit of enemy within charge move
etc., etc.

Reaction Tes t. Morale Test.

- -2

-1

+2

-5
+2

+1

-3
+1

CONTI (TOED '. PAGE 11



"{alking of ^/argaming
by don featherstone

The title of this series may., as it unrolls each month, be considered a misnomer
because it is not going to solely discuss dice, terrain, rules and other items portam-
int to table-top battles. Rather, the title is purposefully chosen because it covers
all the many factors that go to make up our hobby just as everything military can be
claimed to have a bearing on wargaming. No one can satisfactory simulate warfare, in
any period, without a study of relevant literature dealing with battles, armies,
weapons, tactics and the like. Thus, this month I am going to consider Colonial war
fare, specifically the Kitchener's Dongola Expedition of 1896 - in keeping with the
"Young Winston" slant of the current "MUST LIST".

It will be remembered that Kitchener's army, seeking to revenge Gordon's death at
Khartoum some 24 years earlier, were proceeding across the desert towards the Dervish
caoital of Omdurman. On August 31st 1898 Kitchener's army marched on a two-brigades
front in a formation well adapted for repelling a sudden assault. Then,•from a hill
top, they saw Omdurman - a gigantic tract of mud houses with the Mahdi's tomb rising
above them all. In front of the city stretched a long white line of what appeared to
be banners or tents; in front of that was a longer thick black line which could be a •
zariba or trench. Then, as they looked, the entrenchment moved, the solid wall surged
forward and it was a wall of men drawn up in five immense masses on a three mile front,
eight or ten men deep - there were perhaps 40,000 men in all. The Dervishes of 189&/8
we-e very different in appearance from those of 1884. At the time of Gordon, their
coats were a mere collection of patches but now Khalifa clothed them in short-sleeved
•iibbas or smocks of coarse white cotton on which square pieces of coloured cotton
fabric were sewn with some semblance of regularity, the colour varied according to the
tribe of the wearer.

Led by Emirs, some of them in chain mail and carrying swords like those of the
Crusaders, the Dervishes came on under the partial screen of the smoke from the
Martini rifles of the Sudanese. When the smoke began to lift, there was a notable
slackening of the enemy's fire and only three Dervishes - the centre one with a
standard - remained to rush to certain death. Great indeed was the reward promised
to the Faithful - each warrior who fell would be awaited in Paradise by the wine of
Heaven and seventy violet-eyed maidens. Two of the three collapsed leaving an old man
with a white beard to rush forward before folding his arms across his face and to drop
small onto the earth his limbs loosened beside his flag.

Except that the Anglo-Egyptian army was never in squares, the Battle of Omdurman
was fought exactly as Waterloo was fought - close order, line formation, front rank
kneeling, rear rank standing; Kitchener and his Divisional and Brigade Commanders
despatched their orders by "gallopers" precisely as Wellington and his Generals did
on the field of Waterloo.

You can get figures for these colouiful colonial W3rs from Miniature Figurines
and Hinchliffe in 25mm while both Tradition and Willie do a good line in 50mm. Don't
forget the gunboats and camels!

it Poducaan, not a Dervisb was.killed except resl< Ling and very few when attack
ing in the one form of fight which gave the Khalifa no possibility of even a partial
success. Remembering that his men had broken British squaresbefore, the Khalifa for
got that the squares were bigger than before, were better armed and commanded by^men
such as Kitchener, Hunter and MacDonald who knew every turn and twist of his tactics.

John Bobek of Chicago offers the Hint of the Month - If you would like to mount

ly cheat,. Once the glue is warm (a 2-5 minute wait), you must work rapioly to avoid
excess glue oozing out on your army, so have eyerthing you wish to do, ready in front
or you. The hot glue will stick anything to anything - plastic to wood, steel to
wood, steel to cardboard, etc., and will hold pretty well. However, a persistent tug
will dislodge the piece, should you change your mind.

And finally, to give the series atouch of class, 1c^°^;^^K0g^.gf1?;
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WHY HO WORLD WAR 1?

by

Bill Me 11

In my experience most wargamere avoid the Firs
World War like the plague, and taking the general
impression into account, such treatment is under
standable. There is admi ttedly some scope to
emulate the war of movement of the first few months,
and the uniforms of the time are often surprisi
attractive. However, once trench warfare became
established, there seem- little that would not re
quire very complex rules, that the wargamer can
tackle with much en' .

One needs to look further afield than the Western front to the early days of the
struggle between the British and Ottoman Empires in the Sinai-Palestine area, for
here is an area rich in wargaming potential.

Consider the situation: in July 1916 the Turks began preparations for a major
attack ;• Allied positions near Romani, some 20 miles east of the Suez Canal. Gen.
Murray, the British Commander-in-Chief correctly assessed the direction of the forth
coming attack, made his dispositions accordingly and achieved a convincing victory,
'or the next 6 months the Turks were pursued across the Sinai Desert into southern
Palestine and Egypt was made secure by the final action of the campaign at Rajah on
the frontier. Before this event the Turks had fought a series of delaying actions
at Bir Qatia, El Arish, Magdhaba and Sheikh Zowaiid. There are the bare bones of
your wargame - now to put some flesh on them.

Seal* is everything to a wargamer and the nearer his forces can come to reality
the better he usually likes it. For the campaign under review the numbers are not
large, elements of 3 divisions for the British and a similar number of Turks. The
numbers engaged in first line fighting seldom exceeded 6 or 7 thousand and most of
the British organisation was based on tne Brigade. Between the first and last
battles there were numerous actions at a battalion and even company level. Indeed
in the first crucial action at Romani the day was probably saved by the initiative
of a major of the Royal Gloucestershire Hussars who plugged a gap m the line for
three hours with his squadron.

Cavalry played a tremendous part in the campaign, particularly the Australian
Light Horse and New Zealand Mounted Rifles. Often the classic wargaming situation
is reached where the horsemen have to dismount and go in as infantry with quite a
few of them left holding the horses! Most of the campaign following Romani was
between the well trained mounted Empire troops and the immobile but tough Turks -
who were also detached to hold the water points.

For a campaigner there are many attractions not least that of supply, particu
larly water. There was very little motor transport at the time and infantry had a
gruelling time crossing the Sinai on foot. A roadway of chicken wire pegged out on
the surface afforded some ease from the soft moving sand. Off that track some
55,000 camels were eventually organised in a massive supply operation. Very often
attacks had to be called off because commanders knew the water would not hold out
and it seems to me that suitable rules could be devised to simulate these situations
in a map campaign. Long range recces were conducted with great dash and the inform
ation gleamed was often vital. The Turks had a habit of slipping away at night to
the next water hole leaving a frustrated enemy well behind them. In addition to
infantry and a lot of cavalry the British also employed the 7th Light Car Patrol,
no doubt vintage cars with a machinegun atop and worthy forerunners of .he L.R.D.O.,
though their main role seems often to have been in an attack-support role.

Each side had a few of the earlier aeroplanes which performed invaluable service
as spotters of troop concentrations and the Turks were in constant dread of a sea
borne landing on the coast in their rear. All in all this period seems well worth
some detailed study combining as it does the best of horse and musket and early
modern - and never forget, if you like a good melee there were plenty of those-too;
at least two important actions were carried by the bayonet when shrapnel and machine
gun bullets seemed to have won the day for the defence.

Figures for a Sinai campaign do not appear to present much difficulty. Most
(CONTINUED CM! PAGE 19^



SURVEY OF PR3NCH REGULARS IM THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
by Steve Kaller

The purpose of this article is to provide interested war-gamers
with a moderately detailed description of the French troops in the
American Revolution. This information is not intended for detailed
tainting of display figures.

Initial Frcncn participation in the land war was at the Siege
of Savannah(1779). The French regulars present were: one battalion
each of Regiments Armagnac, Auxerrois, Dillon, Foix, Marine and the
Metz Artillery; Chasseur and Grenadier companies of Regt. Gatinais;
Chasseur company of Regt. Agenoisj and various smaller companies of
Regiments Cambressis, Champagne, Le Cap and Walsh.

In July 1781, Lauzon's Legion, Regiments Bourbonnais ana Royal
Doux-Ponts and thB Grenadier and Chasseur companies of Regt. S0I88-
onnais participated in the action at Kingsbridge, Hew York.

The following French units were at Yorktown(173l): Regiments
Agenois, Bourbonnais, Gatinais(later Royal-Auvergne), Royal-Deux-
Ponts, Saintonge, Soissonnais and Touraine; Lauzon's Legion; two
battalions of Marine; 2nd Battalions of both Hetz and Auxionne Art
illery] and one company of the Grenoble Artillery.

Organization: The French infantry regiment consisted of an HCJ
company, one grenadier company, one chasseur company and eight fus
ilier companies. Each of the ten fighting companies consisted of
approximately 100 men, thus bringing the regimental total up to
nearly 1000 men. Regiments were often divided into two battalions
of four or five companies. Using a 1:2$ figure ratio a regiment
deployed in line as below:

|g$g)$) Chasseur
|0000 f000010000 I0000|

HQ.
Artillery battalions consisted of ten companies of 30-5O men

each and were often dispersed among the infantry.
Lauzon's Legion consisted of eight 100-man companies of which

two were Hussar, two were Lancer, two were Fusilier, one was Gren
adier and one was Chasseur. Smaller companies of UQ, Artillery ana
Genie completed the Legion.

Uniforms: The basic French infantry uniform consisted of
white long-coats, '..-aistcoats, breeches and belt(over left shoulder);
black tricorn, shoes-and gaiters above the knee; and brown cartrige
box on right hip. Chasseurs wore distinguished by cross-belts and
green shoulder straps and pompoms. Grenadiers were distinguished
by cross-bolts, red epaulettes and either red pompoms in their tri-
corns or regimental colored bags and plumes on fur hats. All cuffs
and lapol trim were of the regimental color. The regimental colors
were:

31ack - Auxerrois, Bourbonnais £: Marine (also red waistcoat)
Crimson - Soissonnais
Gre n - Champagne, Foix & Saintonge
.lose - Touraino
Violet - Agenois, Gatinais(but yellow collars) £: Hainault

The following units were exceptions to the basic uniform where
noted:

Dillon -Red coats, vest & breeches; black cuffs and collar;
buff belts and white turnbacks.

Royal-Deux-Ponts - Doep sky-blue coata; yellow cuf-'s and
lapels; white breuches, waistcoat and
turnbacks.

Grenoble Artillery - Dark blue coats, lapels and collars;
scarlet cuffs, breeches and vest.

Lauzon's Legion - (A) Cavalry wore deep sky-blue dolmans
with yellow trim, cordinj and cuffs; s.ry-
blue pelisse trimmed white; officers wore
red pants with yellow stripe while troop
ers wore yellow pants with white stripe;
officers wore brown busbies with red bag
while troopers wore black winged caps;
and short black boots. (B) Infantry wore
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10 deep sicy-blue coats and waistcoats; yel
low" cuffs and lapels; red breeches for
Chasseurs, white for Grenadier and Fusi
lier; Grenadiers wore bearskin with red
bag.

Uniform descriptions vary among sources and paintings, 30 the
above descriptions are not beyond dispute.

Flags:• The Regimental Standard was basically a white cross on
fields ox varying colors. Some conflict among sources exists over
Kegt, Gatinais(i.e. substitute red for violet and blue for black be-
low). This is orobably a result of the renaming of the regiment to
Hoyal-Auvergne in 1782 with the abov. colors. In America the flag
illustrated below was probably carried since the regimental color
-.as violet. Lauzon's Legion may have carried the flag of de Grasse
or Marine; sources are scarce. Apply the following coloring coae to
the flag3 below: l=bluo, 2=greonish purple, 3=brownish yellow, It-
light blue, 5=green, 6=red, 7=orange, 8=yellow, 9=violet, 0-brown;
white and black are as is; x=gold fleurs-de-lis and O=gold crowns.

Agenois

& 1 I £
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Walsh

After your call for suggestions in the July issue for n< m . I '--.- G had a
proposition which I think would be useful. Instead of the "Make Your Own Army"
feature which tends to be repetitive as the basic methods of conversion are the same
whatever soldiers you -:'e converting, why not a "Make Your Own Rules" feature?

Something that I find is not generally available are technical detailu such a.s
effective ranges of guns and muskets, and the percentage casualties- they cause at
different ranges. Puller information is also needed on rates of movements of troops
of different nationalities in different formations etc. Those who have eb y accest
to such information would provide s valuable service by making it more widely known.
It ie all very well to say that if you don't like commercial rules you can make your
own but this is sometimes just not feasible. Such a feature T feel would be oi great
value, end all wargaming periods could be eventually covered. And on the same line,
how about a "Make Your Own Military Buildings" featurri, with specifications and
colouring details of famous or typical military buildings. Again, those with the
necessrry knowledge could make it known to all.

Features -*- particularly like in your magazine are the "Must List", "BDOk Reviews'
and general wargaming articles. I very much like the Editorial, which gives the
magazine a personal touch which more commercial magazines lack.
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COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Fer.jamin King

I have just finished reading the July 1972 issue of Wargamcr's newsletter and I
think it is the best issue I have ever seen. The article "Wargamer's Gardyloo" by
Mr. Jones was the one I liked best because it pointed out the biggest problem in war-
gaming-writing rules. The non-professional rule writer's task is a difficult one at
best I have been the victim of this task five different times and the first three
efforts were unparalleled disasters. The lasst two were fairly accurate sets of rules
that resulted in good playable games. The reason for the success of these endeavouis
was that each set was a community effort.

The reason that rules are written by and for wargaming organisations is that a
common set of rules puts everyone en an equal footing. Playing by the "house rules
of the host is a system that can only lead to more battles off the table than on it.
Each wargames group ha:, its own personality and should have a set of rules that re
flects the uc-rsonality of the group. The rules should be easily amended so that they
can not only change when the personality of the grcup changes but so they can chanre
when additional information becomes available to make the game more accurate and more
fun.

The initial stages of assembling a set of rules are extremely important. I use
the word assemble because that is exactly what it is. One person, preferably a
volunteer, should be appointed secretary. The secretary should take notes on a dis
cussion of the general membership of what the rules should be. As a minimum they
should establish provisions for:

Period, scales, units, movement, melee, morale and missile fire.

The secretary should then draft a set of rules that should be studied and played.
Corrections can be made and final copies should be made in loose-leaf so they car be
changed.

The secretary can have very little ego when it comes to writing a set of rule...
Usually because of the work he puts into the rules a suggested improvement becomes
an insult. He must also write the rules so that even a novice can understand them.
He must be wary of those who criticise the rules as excuses for their defeats. This
is the procedure that was followed by the group of people I now wargame with and it
has reduced friction to a minimum.

Bo You Arroe. .•.With Stephen R:;ud? (Continued .from page ',•)

A dice throw m y be included as o variable factor. The final ' the
factors is deducted from the unit's original factor, for mornle, or lefl
reaction, modified by the commanders personality, e.g. rash plus 5, cautious mmui .
The result is then looked up on » table against the strength of order for reac
and against the type of unit for morale. (Cavalry, artillery, infantry must have
different reactions in the same situation). E.G. (much simplified)

core Reaction with discretion, flexible....strong

5 or more advance and attack advance and attack
0_4 advance and attack advance obey orders
_5 to -1 act defensively advance h speed obey orders
below -5 retire to a defended position.

This table only shows the idea of what happens, the full table will involve tin
classes of orders mentioned above and detail exactly what happens in each case,
a discretionary harass order might be converted to an attack order if the score wi
greater than 5, and reduced to a demonstration with a score of -1 to -5.

1 hope this brief explanation shows what I have in mind, and will lead ycu to
review your morale systems, since X believe they are most important to the game.



BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

THE BATTLE FOR HAHPSTOti (AMERICA:,' WAR 0? INDEPENDENCE)

by

N. Zaal (American Commander-in-Chief)
and

Rod Richardson (British Commander-in-Chief)

(both of Natal, South Africa)

fore we describe the actual battle, a few things need to be explained. The
rules used were a three-way mixture of Featherstone-Research Group-and our own ideas.
Both sides had 3 light cannon and no cavalry. The British Infantry were made up of 5
Line Regiments of 35 figures each: The Yorks, the 21st Irish and the Hanau Hessians
and twc other units, the famous Hessian riflemen (25 figures) and the Carolina Tories
(25 fi ures).

The Americans had two-thirds this number of infantry, their forces being made up
of 2 excellent Continental units, the Manhattan and Boston Regiments (50 figures), the
Hampshire Green Militia (25 figures) and the Georgia riflemen in their buckskins (25
figures).

The object of both sides was to capture the small village of Hampston which
straddled a stream running across the line of advance. There were 2 generals present
on each side and much of the fierceness of the fighting may be attributed to the fact
thst Hampston was reputed to hold a very large store of rum which both sides were
eager to possess
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Strategy:

The British decided to leave the Tories to hold the forest on their right while
they attacked across the central ford with the Hessian Line and York Reg'iments. These
were to be covered by fire from the Hessian riflemen, who were to occupy the houses on
the British side of the river. On the British left, the Irish were to make a flank
attack which was to curl round behind the American side of the village. The British
thought that this dual attack would succeed because of their greater numbers.
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The Yankees, with :. trc pare, lecided on the old "weighted flank" rui .
y hoped to smash '• and roll up the Britisl Lin .

Throe-fourths c tc ie attack. Only
ment was left to do what Li ild be keep the British out of th lie cf

Hampston.

How it turned out:

The British Army a fin pi :ture i came onto the field. The Tories
in green and grey, and the bright blue of the Hessian Line- stood out amongst the
scarlet of the British Regulars. The Hessian Riflemen in their hunting-green .
less conspicuous. One could almost taste the dust as the little horse guns galloped
up and hear the shrill cry of fifes and the rattle of drums.

Looking across to the American side there was little to ce seen however. Buck-
skinned riflemen could iocesionally be seen in the gloom of the forest on the far
side of Hampston and what appeared to be a single regiment of dusty, ragged Continen
tals was moving up on the American left. Actually this was only the spearhead of the
American attack and 2 other regiments were carefully concealed behind the first, un
known to the British.

The Irish had just crossed the bridge on the American right, and the Hessians had
just reached the British side of Hampston when the full strength of the American left
was seen. Only the Tories, the weakest British unit, held the west bridge against
them. A sudden hail of well aimed lead from the American attackers, and balls from a
cannon mauled the outnumbered Tories and they reeled back out of the forest leaving
the bridge crossing open. The Americans poured across in a torrent.

Meanwhile on the other side of the field the commander of the Irish realised thai
since there were so many Americans on their left that the American half of Hampston
could only be weakly held. With desperate haste he drove his column towards the
forest behind the American centre, thinking it must be unoccupied, and hoping to take
the rest of the village from behind.

In Hampston itself a desultory fire was being exchanged by the riflemen of both
sides and the Hessian line hesitated unsure whether to press across the ford and take
the far side of the village by force, or to change their plans and try to stop the
big American attack on their right. Close by, the Yorkshire lads showed no such
hesitation. Their orders were changed and the line regiment swung round and marched
to meet the new threat. They were just in time to see the shattered Tories rout off
the field and they bore the brunt of the American attack almost alone, supported only
by a gun.

Meanwhile in the village the American commander, noting the hesitation of the
Hessian Line, secretly withdrew all his infantry who were in the houses, and the whole
Georgia Regiment were concealed in the forest behind the village to await the un
suspecting Irish. When the Irish were about 10 yards away the riflemen sprang up and
gave them a single accurate volley. It was a severe blow, but the Irish were hardened
veterans, and to the dismay of the Americans, they broke into a charge. They caught
the Georgia boys while the latter were trying to load their rifles. After some hot
bayonet work, the riflemen retreated deeper into the forest. Then, hidden in the
thickets, the remains of the Georgia Regiment opened up a heavy sniping fire on the
Irish. The Irish were still unsupported by the expected mass frontal attack, and
after several rounds heavy casualties forced them to withdraw* The Eritish flanking
attack had failed completely, despite initial success, due to lack of support.

Meanwhile on the other flank, the American attack was still going well. The
three regiments deployed against the Yorkshire Line and for the second time their
mass fire proved decisive. The York Regiment was shot to pieces and followed the
Tories off the field.

Only the British centre was now left, holding the British half of the village.
The American attackers rolled down on them from the flank and in the centre the

Georgia Regiment and the cannons kept up a brisk fire. A lucky shot set fire to the
largest British building but the British commanders were so worried about the attack
on their other flank that they forgot to move the figures garrisoning the building
out. This oversight caused the loss of 13 Hessian Riflemen who were deemed to have
been caught in the fire and killed. The enemy remarks about there being, "plenty of
roast meat for the army now" did not softer the blow. This was the last straw and the
British forces retreated, leaving the field to the Americans.

(CONTINUES ON PAGE 14)
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AIRFIX FIGURE CONVERSIONS

THE BOER WAR (Continued)

by

Mike Lockyer

Naval lpdr Pom-Pom Team.

snnrne of Figures - World War I
World War I

Yanks. Officers -

British.

Source of Pom-Pom - Afrika Korps PAK gun, A.C.W.
Field gun.

Cut down barrel of PAK also cut down breech
and shield. Legs also are removed - it should look
thus f I I . The barrel is then thickened
with selioxape or plasticine.

The A.C.W. gun trail is cut down by about half
and made thinner - the barrel checks are also removed and a
pin is thrust through the centre of the axle to take the gun
and the tow hook is replaced on the shortened trail. Ammuni
tion boxes are positioned either side of the gun, mine were
from W.W.I Ya"ks and a shield is made from thin plastic card.

grew - Ratings from World War I Yanks.

Stetsons crowns cut by half all, pockets and buttons re-
-.oved from tunics, jacket skirt fronts filled in to become
jumpers, cartridge belts left on.

All figures painted off-white with canvas leggings brown,
cartridge belts and straw hats white, "collars" painted on
backs by outlining in black taint.

From old photo's it appears that the Maxim pom-pom was shoul
shoulder controlled so I have used the LMG firer from the W.'./.I
Yanks with his LMG removed.

His No.2 lugging a box of ammo into position is the Yank
stabbing the ground, his rifle removed and an ammo box substi
tuted.

The two Yanks running with an ammo box are used as ammuni
tion numbers. they just have their hats altered and their
tunics smoothed - the one lugging sack is given z rifle.

Their officer is the right hand ammo runner cut free from
his mate, his ri--ht foot welded down and a W.V.I British hat
stuck on in place of his stetson. He wears blue trousers,
canvas leggings, khaki jacket with n.-val rank, black waist belt
with pistol and sword and a blue naval cap.

Pom-Pom is painted blue-grey with brass barrel, black
strapping to blue-grey ammo boxes.

Sources: Pom-Pom (Pictorial History of the Machine Gun).

Uniforms (Army and Navy Magazine, London Illustrated,
and other photos).

Battle Report of the Month (Continued from Pare 13)
Post Mortem: The Americans lost 15 figures killed while 85 British fi -res /ere
routed or killed. The British loaf in this case was caused by the fact that they
always tried to carry out their schemes with individual regiments rather than brigade;
For this period of warfare such a policy, though it may be reasibl. in a ;ood defen
sive position, is fatal in offensive actions. Troops are only effective en masse.
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THE AMERICAN

SCENE

R.W.Dic-.eson

On the local wargame scene - the Friday-night regulars (meet on the alternate
Friday) fought a lonfr series of micro-armor games over the past winter - mostly
single actions but one interesting series of three games being an Allied landing
"somewhere in Europe" - complete with naval and air bombardment, landing craft,
micro-armor, infantry (using markers - maybe Minifigs new 5mm will help there in
the future), paratroops, gliders, etc.

More recently - at the last four meetings - we have returned to 25mm Napoleonic::
and hove begun a map game with the French attacking in Spain and .-Russia
(our map is fictional and bears little similarity to Europe). My wargame opponent
of 14 years, Pat Patterson, is leading the French into Spain against my Britis]
with a new wargamer, Pat Krozyk, as, my second in command. In the north-east, other
French troops under Paul Cassidy (another new wargamer) are attacking Russia v bi c-
ans Mike Devereaux and Ray Trozynski) and Prussia (new men Rich itell 2nd :<o,-er
Anderson). A fairly new gamer, Jim Waters, set up the game and Ls acting !
keeping track of the moves and readying a force of unknown nationulity to enter tl
game (he writes a newsletter and mentions some unidentified ' ! by
the French). Veteran gamers Bill Belko and Mike Gavlin sit off I "••• side ::i
island known as Carpathia trying to sell troops and 3hips in a mercenary capacity
the highest bidder. In addition to our troops, we have obtained nearly two
ships - British, French, American - brigs, frigaI . Line - fr
Youngbrandt, one of the local naval wargamers who had to il ;
from a house to an apartment. These exoellenl . built up by di
with wood dowel guns, full sails on rcmoveabl hit),

On the modern scene - a game of large membership is aboui ' '••"'-: h war-
gamers participating from all over the metropolitan area. Thi game La known as
Continental II and will be circa 1940-41 with pli . tan] . 1' that per
These will be the Minitanks made in Austria with Alt-fix tro ] . parate
with 1:1200 metal chips, etc.

Continental I started with some 20 countries and about 30 or more player: and
finished with about 10 countries and 12 players plus the original umpire. ."learly
all of the participants were from the "South Side" area of Chicago with just a fei
"Northsiders". Continental II will have a larger number of ":. lers" with the
hope that the influx of "new blood" will keep the game more inti resi and make
last longer. Also two umpires - to explain the geographic it - Ihica
Street numbers begin north and south at Madison Str fr 1
Street. There are very few "east" addresses on the north side because 3i" L
Michigan but going south, the city expands eastward around the bottom of the lake
towards the Indiana state line. Forgetting east and west, we generally regard
people as being a "Southsider" or a "Northsider". Thus, most of the players in
Continental I lived south, south-east or south-west ;ind were referred to "S in
siders" as a general term. Nearly all of the war rvj group live north or
north-west and we refer to ourselves as "North ".1 should mention thai we
have an unofficial membership of 18 or 20 now but about 7 or 8 hardcore membi
the others, some are n :me are "veterans" who seldom tun ame any
more. Usually, •-•: ..II have 6 or 8 present for a game of whom one or two ar
new members :..nd th Lng "veterans".

I hasten to mention that the fact that we "Northsiders" do not compete with th1
"Southsiders" more often is because of time and distance, not because we do not
along. Especially on u weeknight or when one must go to work the next day -
finish dinner by, say, 6.30 p.m. and have to spend up to 75 minutes driving I
game in a southern suburb, it docs not leave enough time for a sal
and then you have^tc turn around and drive back home. However, most of the Contin
ental games are fought on Saturdays which means plenty of time for travel and ;am<

We do have some Monday and Wednesday games in our own group - usually about 4
players for one of these starting about 7.30 p.m. and running up to 3 hours followed

(CCUTIK'USD ON PAGE 19)



READERS' FORUM YO„ write
TO US

"As you can see I am in the army now, it seems I just had to go and find out
what it was like to play soldiers for real, so wish me luck. All the very best."

John Cook (writing from N.Ireland).

********

"Re your editorial in the June Newsletter I imagine in their handout Strategy
and Tactics were thinking of 'Origins of World War II', Avalon Hill's first attempt
at a political game. This was designed by the Strategy and Tactics people, and no
doubt they have other ideas along these lines. Such games will inevitably lead to
discussion of the politics involved. Is this wrong? Should wargamers avoid such
games? Strategy and Tactics cannot be obtained in the U.K. from the address given.
The U.K. Agent for Strategy and Tactics is Malcolm Watson, 7 Alexander Drive, Tim-
perley, Cheshire WA15 6NF. I know that Strategy and Tactics grtatly prefer to have
their U.K. business handled through the Agency rather than individually from New
York. It is also cheaper for subscribers. Mr.Watson also has all the boardgames
produced by Strategy and Tactics in stock, as well as back issues of the magazine.

Major Collar's article was fascinating; being a Tolkien fan myself I had great
fun filling in the blanks! They are, in order: the Fourth Age....that Condor would
....coasts of Middle Earth before....(hm, the last two have me stumped)...

I am also involved in Gamesmastering an extremely complex postal game set in a
medieval fantasy world very similar to Tolkien's Middle Earth. The game is called
MIDGARD, and has about 20 players at present. The battle rules are adapted from the
London Wargames Research Rules, though as the game is postal (with players in U.K.,
U.S.A., Israel, Belgium, etc.,) the unfortunate GM has to resolve all conflicts! The
game also involves economics, magic and the other ingredients of epic fantasy. Rulers
must raise taxes to support their armies - too high a tax rate and the citizens will
revolt.

John Mansfield's article on Conventions was interesting as his experiences al
most exactly parallel those of the SF Conventions in this country. These have an
attendance of 2-300, one is held in November in Birmingham, the other is over Easter
weekend at various places around the country. The charge is usually £1.50, most of
this being spent on films and programme book. At present the Conventions are grow
ing in size each year and forcing a move to larger hotels, which means increased
costs fcr those attending."

Hartley Patterson of Beaconsfield.

"I really feel I must take this opportunity to comment on the deterioration of
the Newsletter since I have been taking it. My subscription commenced last September
I believe. There are far too many advertisments in relation to reading material. It
compares very badly with "Slingshot" to my mind which incidentally does not carry
advertisments.

It would be a great pity to let the Newsletter disappear as it is the life blood
of the hobby but it is folly to try and run it as a commercial undertaking because
circulation must be small. However, I do not imply that you should cover any deficit
but ple33e increase the subscription if this would return the magazine to its former
glory as the leading wurga"mers publication. On the whole the magazine is good and
very necessary to the hobby.

I do hope that you will accept my criticism as intending to be constructive I'or
I have published a club magazine and realise just how time-consuming the obligation
can be. I would like to have more news of other clubs in th . appearir.
the Newsletter if this, is possible."

C. Per.-.y of Bury, Lanoa ihin .
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"Spread over N.W.Kent we now : ' ^;"f
-•-iSof a"wandering side" In. Ln Brisl , "0,

• to form • : Wished

and regular group.

A.C.W. is our strongest period, but several others are r •
resident Tolkeinite), and we have Dcca ^: ; •'• na^l warfare - ^r
BrCSLn is sUll living down his reputation for '
Lri : action!

Iwill send you further d nth pefully)succ .'f.^

ing the use of 5mm figures would perhaps be of inter,. - Lf anyone has produced ne.
John Dunmall of Erith, Kent.

....••..

"Despite the detractions of such factual snipp I B "1 r«
and the occasional tedious article (no doubt amatter of pergonal ta
remains a mine of news, information, opinion, and, most import-...,, .-Iiing-ground
for the varied and stimulating ideas of active, thinking wargamers.

At present I am into the fourth battle of a fictional campaign fou.-ht solo.
Deficiencies in strategic and tactical rules become exposed in the heat of action one
necessitate progressive modification in the spheres of scouting, order » ,
•major morale', lines of communication and attrition. Further ideas and articles
these points would be welcomed.

I hope to see you continue with the policy of catering for a fairly wide ran
of enthusiasts, though noticing little reference to aerial or science-fiction ;am .
and look forward to further provocative discourses on the nature of thi

David J. Why of Brighton.

• • •-."*** 4

"I would like to make some comments on the June issue of the Newsletter. Fird
of all 1 would like to compliment you on the continued high quality of
and on your efforts to keep the price down. Even if the price doubles the newsletter
will still be worth every penny of it.

Dave Millward's 'Battle of Romania' was one of the best battle rep rts ! have
ever read in the Newsletter. It was well written and informative and despi'
fact that I am almost completely ignorant on the subject of 16th century warfare -
found it very easy to follow.

I find the "abhorrence of this current obsession with Nazi Militaria" hard tc
understand. I for one am very interested in the weapons, uniforms and Insignia of
the Luftwaffe, Wehrmacht and Waffon S.S. I hope that this does not make me- a Nazi.
In my opinion interest in the German armed forces of the last war is no more wrong
than interest in the Ancient armies that made a habit of flaying, crucifying or im
paling captive peoples wholesale. I agree with your comments on social and politi
cal conflict as expressed in your June editorial.

Malcolm Cooper of Halifax, Canada.

*******

"Wargaming is looking up again and at present quite keen interest is being
shown in the Colonial Period, particularly the Boer War. Rules for this period
have not yet been finalised, as to date, our rules do not give the British enou
advantage. We are still trying to make some further improvements.

We have now joined in with the Round Society and Model Engineers and use their
Hall at the Milner Park Show Grounds and meet every Tuesday evening at 8 p.m. There
are now four tables for members to play on and are in the process cf building a
9' x 5' sand table."

Phil Van Wyk of South Africa.

*******

"'Ingenuity in Wargame Rules' by Mr. Barker was interesting, and I must agree
with his statements, in principle! yet innovation and/or change without purpose
serves small value. As far as percentages go, the most accurate method readily

(CONTINUED OH PAGE 19)
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;•;•..:pasy battles

by

Gary Gygax

I offer the following details of our fanta:
battles:

The rules used are those designed by Jeff
Perren and I - CHAINMAIL, Guidon Games, P.O. Box
1123, Evansville, IN 47713, U.S.A., at $2 plus
postage. The revised and expanded version should
be available by the time this is read. The book
let contains brief information about the scales
used for the different figure-types, and the ex
panded edition has things like how fast goblins, ores and dwarves can tunnel under
the walls of a besieged stronghold.

Tolkien purists will not find these rules entirely satisfactory, I believe, for
many of the fantastic creatures do not follow his "specifications", mainly because I
believe that other writers were as "authoritative" as he.

Because I have a large force of 40mm Elastolin fig-ares, we use a base 40mm as
man-size, but 30mm will do as well.. Regular troops have only a few added touches of
paint, but hero-types have such things as gilded or enamelled armour, jewels, and
carefully painted devices on their shields.

Ores and elves are 30mm - that is what it says in the book. However, because
we have not got around to preparing them, Ores are 40mm Turks and Elves are bowmen
of the same scale.

Trolls and ogres are 54mm. I located some inexpensive plastic Indians in this
scale, and a bit of conversion produced sufficient numbers of block, grey, green and
purple creatures of this ilk.

Metal mediaeval figures in 25mm scale can e^ily be painted up to make goblins
and dwarves, while converted Airfix "Robin Hood" men serve as Hobbits.

Giants are made from the 70mm Elastolin figures. At the moment we have only a
pale blue fellow with a head of bushy hair (snipped from one of my daughter's dolls
when they weren't looking), who is brandishing a huge club. He was originally a
Viking with sword and shield, but ths shield was stripped off, the sword removed and
a puttied matchstick became the bludgeon.

The Balrog has caused considerable problems, and right now we are using a giant
sloth from an assortment of plastic prehistoric animals, which (converted) makes a
fearsome looking beast, albeit not quite as Tolkien described it.

Nazgul, like the Balrog, are also difficult. Presently we are employing uncon
verted 40mm Huns on black horses, but we would like to put wings on these steeds and
cloak the figures riding them.

There are two dragons in our force of fantasy figures. One I made stegosaurus:
First, the head was enlarged with auto body putty, a wire was inserted into the. tail
and puttied to make it longer - and barbed, the spines on its back cut to small
points, the spikes on the tail were clipped off and added as herns at the head end,
cardboard bat wings were puttied in place, and finally the entire affair was given
many coats of paint, gilding, and glitter (as sparkling gems on its belly). The
other was made by Don Kaye using a brontosaurus, with two smaller heads added to the
long neck, spikes along the back, wings, and so on.

A large stock of plastic wolves, bears, vultures, and the like are used for
lycanthropes or whatever other fairly normal looking creatures are called for. Soft
plastic "horrors" and insects from the dime store serve as elementals and giant in
sects

Perhaps the best part of fantasy wargaming is being able to all.ivi your imc.-ir.o-
tion full rein. Whatever the players desire can be used or done in gomes. For ex
ample, for one m&tch I built a chest C jewels as the object to be obtained to win.
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However, I did not mention to either team that I had added a pair of "basilsk eyes"
(large pin heads dotted appropriately) which immediately turned- the first ogre who
opened it to stone. The possibilities are boundless.

The way the rules are selling here, it seems a good bst for some model figure
firm to start producing a line of properly scaled fantasy figures!

Mr. Bortham1s observations about the possibilities of the Airfix "Astronauts"
as Heinlein's "Starship Troopers" (or other future warriors) has also crossed my
mind as a fair possibility. In fact, if Mr. Bortham eventually puts his ideas into
a set of rules I can state, as Rules Editor for Guidon Games, that I would like to
see them with eventual publication in mind.

TALKING OF WARGAMING - (Continued from Parre 6).
Napoleon's War Maxims - An irresolute general who acts without principles or plan,
although at the head of an army superior in number to that of the foe, often proves
inferior in the battlefield. Shuffling, half-measures, lose everything in war.

WHY NOT WORLD WAR I - (Continued from P>i~e 8)
British troops wore shorts and with alittle imagination, as foundJ* °" ""S^'
8th Army Airfix should do nicely. U.S. Cavalry or cowboys would convert to Austra
lian Z New Zealand horsemen and whilst not sure about their Turkish °PP°g*^
think Airfix Japs are not too far removed from Turkish infantry. Constantly lurKin0
on the flanks as looting marauders, opposed to both sides were Jedouin tribesmen -
what more need I say - or did someone mention the East African theatre? How there,
an interesting campaign - but thats another story.

Summing up. Ihope these few thoughts at least help gamers realise that World
War OnTis worth some research and offers quite afew opportunities for the buff
Peking new ventures. Forget the Western Front and try the Sinai or Mesopotamia,
Tanganyika or the Cameroon!; perhaps those Airfix Tarzans may contain gold after all.

LETTERS - (Continued from Pape 17)

^tiix^^^
Finally, George Phillies' suggestion as to the number of ^iatures P^" J«J

Kl^KS PurSeta IZ ofalTou '̂newe^ £V°r-S from Guidon, and
•em momentarily expecting to hear that sales have entirely ceased.

Gary Gygax of Lake Geneva, U.S.A.
*******

THE AMERICAN SCENE -(Continued from Pa/:e 15)
by coffee and discussion.

As mentioned in the past, we fight mostly in 25mm whether Napoleonic, American
Civil War or Colonials (Micro-Armor being something else for scale). When Patterson
and I started wargsaJug bac!. it 1 : , •:? "nxtC JOmrr S.'-.E. figures and Scruby figure.
As we developed a grcun, w<= continued in 33mn and then in the early -560 s switched
to 20mn and mora recently up to 25mm. And now Minifies are out with 5mn. I shell
have to look into these as the possibilities arc- enormous . Th< smallest I heve sc-en
to date sre .some hall"-inch (perhaps 10 to 12mm?) Marlborough muleteers mwdi by Tom
McGowen (one of our "Veterans" who seldom participvtes any more) - I have 14 of them
and hope tc got them painted thin weekend. Tom did not mske too many as he wa-
ca-tin,: their, singly and getting about one good casting for every 10 or sc he tried
(generally the base would break off the tiny legs).
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MUST LIST

Timed to coincide with the showing of
"The Young Winston" - seemingly a very fine
and absorbing film, there is going to be a
spate of re-issues of books by Winston Church
ill. I notice, and recommend very strongly,
FRONTIERS AND WARS which has just been pub
lished in paperback. This not only includes
the River War, the story of Kitchener's cam
paign in the Sudan, but also a lot of North-
West' Frontier stuff including the Malakand
Field Force. This book was one of the first
ever written by Winston Churchill when he was
a very young and reputedly self-opinionated
young officer - it is long out of print and
copies of it sell for astronomical sums. This
book is an absolute classic for the man in
terested in Colonial wargames and cannot fail to inspire.

For many years people like myself and Douglas Johnson (who produces that lovely
little magazine Savage and Soldier) were very hard pressed to obtain suitable figures
to use in our Colonial wargames. But the wheel is turning full circle and now one
can readily get some excellent figures made by Miniature Figurines, Hinchliffe, Les
Higgins, Tradition, Willie to say nothing of Command Post and Jack Scruby in America.
If you cannot afford their prices then there have been enough details in the last few
months Newsletters to convert Airfix figures into very passable British infantry -
perhaps someone will now like to get around to telling us how to convert Arabs, etc.,
into North-West Frontier tribesmen, Dervishes and the like. It doesn't take much
imagination to realise the scope of the Airfix boxes of Arabs, Tarzan and even some
of the Ancient figures.

I had a very interesting colour postcard from Major Alastair Malpas who is
stationed in B.A.O.R. and has just visited the Netherlands National War Museum at
Overlcon in Holland. Alastair says: "I do advise anyone interested in World War II
to visit this museum if they are in the area. The exhibits are outside in a wood
thai was the scene of the battle for Overloon and the tanks, etc., are as they were
found such as the Sherman on the postcard with its turret knocked off on the front."
Well, there you are - another venue for an overseas excursion (Wessex Military
Society take note - Waterloo is getting a bit too familiar!).

Wargamers are a notoriously parsimonious lot in that, probably quite naturally,
they prefer to spend their money on figures for wargaming rather than anything else
(although of late one can detect a regretable ultra-parsimonious attitude in that
they prefer to laboriously convert Airfix figures or unethically pirate estaolished
makers figures). A true wargamer does not just paint figures, set them up on a
table and fight with them - he reads every military book he can lay his hands on;
visits all the museums, parses and exhibitions; and regales himself in off-duty
moments by listening to that excellent range of military music now available on LP
records. There is no better source in this country of International military music
than N.W.Hartley, 41 Swanmore Road, Bournemouth BH7 6PD. Their latest list includes
some most attractive items "Napoleon and the Garde Imperiale"; "Marches and Refrains
of the French Army"; "Military Marches of Imperial Russia"; "Songs, Marches and
Fanfares of the Impe"ial Napoleonic Period"; "Four Centuries of Gorman Military
Music"; "Les Chouans" French War songs 1790-1832; "Marches and Songs of the French
Army - Revolution and Empire Period"; "German Army Marches"; "Marches of Europe";
"German Navy Marches", etc., etc. I have a number of these records and get a con-
sierable amount of pleasure from listening to them - they ar- a form of investment
because, once withdrawn from circulation, they.rarely become available again. A3 I
go through life I realise with considerable pangs that there huve been many missod
opportunities when items were available but I did not buy and now, when I want them,
I cannot get them or only at grossly inflated prices. Military records arc ideal
items to gently suggest to wives and p-jrents as Christmas and birthday presents - I
do it all the time!

I notice that Strategy and Tactics mugazine claim to be going slightly crazy



folds up - you just have to be trusting I guess!

From a no..: publisher, Bivouac Bote Limited, 25 Earl Street, London EC2, I have
received two copies of some new uniform prints which are very informative and should
t,e of the greatest value not only to wargamers "out also to military collectors Riose
t have are tini forma ti on Print No. 1 French Line Infantry 1315 and Uniforms cion Print

eluding postaf.-e end packing and, mig.1T dc- eonsiae:.-ea a u^« „**»»*•,,. -- -— --
but then'coloured artwork costs the earth these days and anyway, look •„ it m JM
light that such information would take such a long timo to obtain that you could
easily earn 75p in the period!

Although I have net seen them, it seems that Airfix have put out, or are en the
point of putting out, s number cf new items. I am told thut the latest plastic
are the Sheridan tank in l/76 scale; the Vos;er MTU in l/?2nd scale &nd in th? .:-..
scale the Corsair II American jet fighter. The Sheridan made up of 59 moul-ea pi
and moving turret and elevatin,: gun, retailing at 25p. The Vosper MTB is
launch carrying four 18-inch torpedoes, twin Oerlikons end machineguns - a 162-part
kit it retails at 68p. The Corsair has 81 pieces including missiles and bomb
and sells for 35p. Then there is the new addition to the popular range of Airfix
Play Forts - the Battle of ,'a U-rloo farmhouse which is e complete n 1 ith mtic snap-
together replica of La Haye Saint, reproduced in light grey polystyrene so that it
can be Painted in the same colours as the original building. Overall measurements
15" x 7" x 3" - it sells at 47p. Then there is another snap-together model - tne
Coastal Defence moulded in polystyrene and scaled to Pit HO/00 scale fi lures. The
set includes a pair of heavy guns which are sprin can fire po -
styrene shells and two twin ack-jck guns mounted in tut-rets. The set measuri
4" x 2" and has been fashioned to include air ventilation louvres, access doors,
ladders, observation ports and a realistic surrounding rock face. t sells at 47p.

Whilst T have not actually seen any of the latest modeis from any of the model
soldier manufacturers who advertise in this magazine, no doubt advertisements will
put you in the picture. I believe that Hinchliffe are putting out a s ries of
Ancient siege weapons to fit in with their now line of Ancienl i aires.
Miniature Figurines do not seem to have had their progress halted for a second by
the recent transfer cf their business to much larger prerriscs on ether side of
the road. Neville Dickinson gave me a conducted tour n few - when the build
ers and painters were .-.till messing about there and they certainly seemed to have
enough room for even the expansion programme they have planned! Neville's office .
gigantic but then who else would have an office with a 10' x 6' wargames table
occupying a half of it!

The 1 •• • Sellcna Military Vehicle Data booklet Number Thirteen contains t
photographs and line drawings of a number of British, American and Canadian's oft'
ales ofWorld War II. At 25p thesa booklets are a good buy for the reel enthusiast who
likes" to have an 'A' and 'B' Echelon for his rforld War II forces.

Prom Jack Mansfield's magazine SIGNAL (now published from Germany, P.O.Box -
CFPO 5056, 757 Baden-Baden 1, West Germany for European subscribers 0Jiwose SI
p!o.3ox 80! C7F0 5056, Canada), Iread of anumber of new boar w»V»£8. »•" J"
D/-ni PATROL - rules for air combat 1914C1918 which John says are the beat "fort
have seen in this area, much batter than "Fight in the Skies" and a. * •» littlt
-ame. #2.50 Cron K.Sodgwiski, 54 Diamond Street, Brooklyn, !...., (!>.), •>•;"•
FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR - la'.ett game from Strategy and Tactics. New ideas include re
placement .narktrs as units lower in strength a i . • different combat result ..bl
for -ach lwel. 'Fog cf War' Is shown as all counter-, not m oontao. v.ith the en,..!.,,
move upside down and th-re are dummy counters. A new game, "th new ideas, an a n
period'ol' wargaming. Die cut counters end great map. Coat is ^.00 •"« Sera -e^y
and Tactics, it East 23rd Str st, M.Y.C., N?w York 10010, J.S.A. S0LD_ER., 1914-18 -
includes 400 unit counters represent the amies of France, Germany, Austro-Hungurlun,
Russia and Belgium. Scenarios are many, everything from mass warfare to the deadly
trench warfare! An interesting period that has long trmibled designers. Available
'or £6.00 from Strategy and Tactics. MOSCOW CAMPAIGN -covering the period October
to December 1941, we find two armies, in ?4 possible situations. The vinner c
Gecide World War II. Available new from Strategy and Tactics for ,.0.0O.
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British Battles Series

8}xjj in(222x143mm)
216 pages 39 blackand
white photographs 7 maps
•-atsf.OT-9/

The Battle
for Europe

1918
/ /. Essamt

Boohs

I think this is the finest book I have

ever read on World War I, certainly on the
events of 1918. It held me engrossed
throughout as I traced the momentous events
described so graphically in the text and
traced the progress, first of the advancing
Germans and then the advancing Allies on the
admirable maps contained in the book. Major-
General Essame C.B.E., D.S.O., H.C., wrote
this book from first-hand experience of the
First World War (and he has equally ably
written of World War II when he was Commander
2/4th Infantry Brigade in the 43rd Wessex

Division). From the very first page I felt that the author had really got beneath
the surface of both men and events and I feel that his description of the soldiers
themselves of both Allies and Germany, what made them tick and how they fought, is
unsurpassed. Never before have I read such illuminating and penetrative opinions of
the various commanders - Foch, Haig, Pershing, Ludenorff and particularly the
Australian General Monash, whom many discerning historians rate as one of the out
standing commanders of World War I and the man who could have taken over command of
the British Forces and, as did Montgomery in Libya, giventhem a new lease of life.
General Essame is not one of the "slang" Haig types but gives a balanced and fair
opinion of this Commander; in the same way, he gently discounts many of the post
World War I paeans of praise about the influence of tanks in the closing stages of
the war. This is a book that will be kept close at hand on my shelves, to be re
ferred to as an authoritive source whenever I want to know anything about the British
Army in the later stages of World War I. Thoroughly recommended.

LUFTWAFFE BOMBERS IN ACTION - created by Uwe Feist. (Soft covered; lli" x 8£"5
48 pages; 3 or 4 pictures to a page. Squadron/Signal Publications Inc., 3515 East
Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan 48091, U.S.A. #3-95).

This is Number Three in the Aircraft literature of this series and is unique in
that only operational aircraft are shown in a new style which results in a book full
of propaganda photographs originally meant to be published in German wartime publica
tions. At least 90$ of the pictures in the book have never been published before
and, even if you are not an aircraft fan, they hold a great deal of interest. But
if you are an air wargamer or interested in the aircraft of World War II then this
book is a treasure.

THE DREYFUS TRIALS by Guy Chapman. (8?" x 5§"; 302 pages; 20 black and white
photographs and 1 line frontispiece. 3atsford - £3.00).

Another in their Historic Trials Series, this book examines from every angle the
incredibly complex story of a French artillery officer who in 1894, "as wrongfully
accused of High Treason and sent to Devil's Island. The web of intrigue that was
woven around the C3se, with the Army trying to preserve their good name and with
France and then the world, split intc two camps for or against Dreyfus, makes fascin
ating reading. The incredible stupidity, lack of principle and pig-headsdness of
the French High Command, when considered with the book on Foch reviewed last month,
explains the ineptitude of the French Command in World War I.

BATTLES FOR WARGAMERS - The American Civil War by Terence Wise. (7f" x 5i"S
40 pages; 5 photographs; 6 maps. Bellona Book published by Model and Allied Publi
cations Ltd - soft covers - 75p)-

The title of this book and the stated intention behind its production seem, at
first glance, to be a first class idea but one doesn't have to go very far through
its pages to find that it then falls flat on its face and one realises that the word
"wargamers" in the title has no bearing other than as a sales device. The book
describes five battles of the American Civil War, and accompanies each with a map
and a photograph of a wargarre purporting to represent the battle under review. The
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descriptions of the battles are straight forward affairs that can be found in dozens
of readily available books on the American Civil War. The text does not relate it
self in any way to wargaoinff, making no attempt whatsoever to explain how the
salient points of the battle can be translated into a table-top simulation. If the
title of*this book is to be believed then it would seem that the map of the battle
field should also have been given as a wargames terrain but there is no attempt made
to dc this or to even explain how to make up such a terrain. The photographs are
absolutely meaningless and could be given any label as, in most cases the figures
arn too small to detect whether they are American Civil War, Roman Legionaries or
Napoleonic figures. The terrain features in the photographs are basic and uninspir
ing and certainly add nothing to the book. This could have been a great series but
is merely a great disappointment.

When 1 read that a further booklet in this series i3 tc be on the Western
Dese-t Campaign it explains why Model and Allied Publications "welshed" on a con
tract for a book of the same name th.-it I (Don Featherstone) had been signed up to
write for Bj-llona Publications before they were bought cut by Model and Allied.

A list has been received from Books of Rhodesia Publishing Company (PVT) Ltd.,
of 137A Rhodes Street, P.O. Box 1994, Bulawayo, Rhodesia. Thin company is engaged^
in the facsimile reprinting of rare and out-of-print books on the pioneering era of
Rhodesia ann among these reprints are several important works rel-ting to the
Matabele War of 1893 and the Matabc-le Rebellion of 1596. Because of difficulties
in the transferring of cosh from this country to Rhodesia these books can bf ob
tained from Frank R. Thorold (Pty) Limited, P.C. Box 241, Johannesburg, Soutl
Africa.

LOOKING AROUND

-AIRFIX MAGAZINE - September 1972. Contains submarine Chieftain tank conversion;
Afrika Korps model'.-; 17th Lan<*er 54r.ui conversion! plus reviews of new kit-., books,
etc.

BATTLEFLEKT - Kc.12. In addition to Naval battle- report;- and an article on ironclad
turrets, then 1 interesting feature on running a chip's mutiny as a sort of a
wargame.

COURTER - Vol.TV Ho.4. Lauzon's Legion in American Revolution; World War J.I 3attla
Report; Fred Vietnvye.-- on Napoleonic wargaming; Army of Hanover 1.756-6}; Lnexpensivi
American Revolution game; Mid-Western reconstruction of Aust^.rlitz, etc.

D-F.I.IK - N03.ll 1 12. This U.S.A. magazine edited by David I:--by, has returned and
tCo.ll is devoted tc the boardgame Panzerblittf while No.12 contain:: articles on Rus
sian Post W.W.II aircraft and the Prussian Army 1866 plus boardgame reviews etc.

DISPATCH - August 1972. Uniform details of various Highland regiments; books, figure,
record reviews.

DOOMSDAY BOOK No.12. Newsletter of Castle and Crusade Society, contains amusing
article on a vhrgnming 'Furgi '.

INTERNATIOKAL WARGAMER - April/May 1972. April - W.W.T rules; 18th Century warfare;
".rand tactics; naval wargaming; small arn-s W.W.II; Gallipoli Campaign.

Hay - Napoleonic Grand Tactics; Boarngsmes; naval wargaming planes of W.W.I; Morale;
Tactical games; 7 Years War rules.

MILIHISTP.IOT - Spring 1972. Article:; on 18th Century War with Spain and Airmen of
the 18th and 19t.h centuries.

MILITARY MODELLING - September 1972. Well illustrated articles on Airfix Tank kits
Conversionsj the armoured bulldozer; Segom plastic figures; Napoleonic Wargame; Air-
W8rgaming; S.A.S. Jeeps; reviews of new figures, kits, books, etc.

AS SAIGOIUIRIN - No.1. Mostly taken up with an interesting seri:-:; of photographs of
the 19th century barracks and camps in Ireland.

SCALE MODELS - September 1972. Many well illustrated articles on model aircraft,
ships, vehicles, etc.

SOLDIER - August 1572. Beautifully illustrated features on many aspects of present
day British military affairs, including the latest Commando Logistic Regiment; War
posters; etc.

STRATEGY AND TACTICS - No.31. Full of interest and superbly produced, contains
articles on War in the Air 1913-13 and the Franco-Prussian War imr\ nl,,„ , ,,„ ,
"Plying Circus" (Tactical serial combat 1oi<-, -.0\ r-ruBSiaa •lal 1U'~ Plus a boardgwme



THE NOTICE BOARD

The following wargamers are very anxious to contact ether wargamers in their

Kenneth Clark of Suffolk.House, Long Bridge, Slough Rosd, Iver Heath, Bucks.

Richard Gilla.rd of 8 Duke Street, Beocles, Suffolk.

J. Passarelli of 123 Waverly Place, New York City, K.Y. 10014, U.S.A.

*******

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be obtained for November 1968; Janu
ary 19715 April 1971; June 1971? August 1971; October 1971; January, February, March,
April, May, June, July and August 1972 - 18p each (50c U.S.A., 60o Canada).

*******

I have reluctantly decided that to continue selling Avalon Hill games through
Wargamer'3 Newsletter is no longer possible. This decision has been token as a re
sult of an Avalon Hill policy-change which requires minimum orders of six (of the
r::ime game). As such stockpiling is not on economic possibility no more game3 con be
ordered via Wargamer's Newsletter,

*******

FOR SALE; Mini-Fig 20mm Marlburians - 44 Musketeers; 22 Grenadiers; 3 Officers;
6 Dragoons - £3. 3ags of ICO Airfix - 5 8th Army; 3 A.C.W.; 1 Colour Party, Romans
and Britons, Marines, W.W.I, Russians and Germans. Some APV'S. 25p. S.A.E. to C.
Brookes, 3 Tracks Lane, Billinge, Wigan, WN5 7BL.

*******

FCP. SA'.E; 20mm Wargemes and Connoisseur collections. Painted to high standard,
at very : sonable prices. Roman, Celtic, Mediaeval, Napoleonic, A.C.W., A.W.I.,
Mexican, Colonial and Modern Armies: both plastic and metal. Also small connoisseur
collection. Enquiries welcome; send for detailed lists to Mr. E.T.Hail, 4 Beech
Grove South, '0rudhoe-ori-Tyne, Northumberland, KE42 6HX.

THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

K'-'OKS BY DONALD FEATH33ST0NE personally inscribed and signed by the author.

WARGAMES - £1.90p. (#5.75).
NAVAL WARGAMES - £1.70p. (#5.75).
AIR WARGAMES - £1.70p. (#5.75).
ADVANCED WARGAMES - £2..-j0p. (#6.50).
WARGAME CAMPAIGNS - £1.9Cp. (#6.00).
WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD - £3.00p. (#8.00).
BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £2.90p. (#0.00).
MILITARY MODELLING - £2.05p. (#6.00).
HANDBOOK FOR MCDEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS - 85?. (#3.00).

A series of handbooks de.ling with war*;aming:

1, Rxiles for Ancient War-game-:-. (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.
2, Rules fo Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.
5, Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operations in

America) by Tony Bath.
4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Feathc-rstone.
5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Feathers lone.
6. Rules for lace 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Wars against Natives)

by Donald Featherr.tons.
7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Afri -a (including rules for

early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.
8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £l,25p. (#5.50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic b.ttle-
fiolds. 55p. (72.00?.

These publications can be obtained by sending casKwith order to WARCAMER'S NEWS
LETTER. All prices include postage and packing. All dollar and non sterling cheques
require an additional 30 cents Bank handline charge added to them. 10% mu: t be added
to all prices paid in Canadian dollars.

area.



WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE THE FORMA- Designers and Manufacturers of Fine Class
TION OF A NEW CANADIAN' AGENCY , ,.,. „,.. , .. ,, r .ixun vr i. nan Military & Naval Modus, Equipment,

HINCHLIFFE MODELS CANADA LTD _. , ...37 TAMPShlRG HEIGHTS Dioramas, and Ftgures.
ISLINGTON

OI.TARIO

Ail Canadian Trade or di
rect nail enquiries welcomed.

Principals- F./ linchlifje

HINCHLIFrt 25mm RANGE
MODELS British Napoleonic Cavalry (BNC)

BNC 18 RHA Rocket Troop, Mounted Officer. BSC 20 Infantry Officer, Mounted.
French Narelecnic Cavalry (FHC)

FNC 29 Mounted Infantry Colonel

British Colonial (BC)

BC 13 Highland Infantry, Private, advancing. BC 15 Highland Infantry, Private lying
BC 14 Highland Infantry, Private, kneeling firing.

firing. BC 16 Highland Infantry, Officer.

British Colonial Cavalry (?CC)

BCC 4 Bengal Lancer, Officer.

AR 6 Cornicer.

ARC 2 Light Cavalry Officer.

Romnn (AR)

AR 7 Standard Bearer.

Roman Cavalry (ARC)

ARC 4 Moorish Light Cavalry.

Sassanid Persians (AS)

AS 3 Mercenary Light Infantry with sling.

Greece (AG)

AG 3 Cretan Archer AG"4 Agrianian Javelinman.
Equipment Groups (EG)

EG 2 British Colonial 2.5" (screw) gun and 4 firing crew.
EC- 3 Persian War Chariot with driver, warrior and 2 horses.
EG 5 British Colonial 3-man Heliograph group.

25mm Equipment Ran^e (25)

25/AD 10 Mina Onager (stone throwing catapult).
NEW 54mm MODEL RELEASES

ME/G/ll British 10" Howitzer 1840-period (one of the heavies of the Crimea era)
ME/G/13 British W.W.I 13pdr Field Gun (the gun used at the present day by the Kings

Troop RHA)
ME/G/14 British 6pdr gun Waterloo/Crimea (essentially the same model as ME/G/1 with

a different barrel)

ANNOUNCING OUR NEW UNIFORM PRINT CARDS. These are in sets of 3 cards in a
separate folder, full painting details are carried on the reverse of the folder.
Produced by Northern Military Art with the full co-operation of Hinchliffe Models
they represent the finest value available. The first set comprises:-

Hanoverian Jager (Scharfschulty) Private
Rifle Regiment Line Fusilier (Dutch)
Von Kielmansegge Jager Corps (1815) Dutch-Belgian Infantry 1815

GROUP, a must for the
Ancients Wargamer and
Collector. They provide
the most concise guide
to uniform data, weapons
tactics, etc. - fully
illustrated, complete
text. THE ARMIES AND

Trooper
Prussian Line

Dragoons

Neumarkisches No.

Regiment 1815

Retail Price 18p.

WE ARE NOW AGENTS FOR

THE FAMOUS BOOKS OF

PHIL BARKER PUBLISHED
BY THE WARGAMES RESEARCH

HINCHLIFFE MODELS

Station St., Meltham,

Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England
Trade enquiries welcomed.

ENEMIES OF IMPERIAL ROME

150BC-600AD <- £1.75p.
ARMIES OF THE MACEDONIAN

& PUNIC WARS 350-150BC
£l.30p.
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